BEADLESS LITE FLUSH DOOR
Resulting from a dedication to artistic craftsmanship, state-of-the-art
technology, and a passion for innovation, Eggers’ beadless lite flush door
offers clean lines, a streamlined design and a modern touch to any project.

beadless lite flush door

engineering specifications
20-Minute Single

20-Minute Pairs

Non-Rated

4’ x 10’

8’ x 10’ parallel and dbl. egress

4’ x 10’ (per leaf)

Max. Size
Thickness

1-3/4” - 2-1/4”

Core

Particleboard, UF-free particleboard, FSC® certified particleboard, Stave, FSC certified stave, or structural composite lumber (SCL)

Stiles

Veneered structural composite lumber, solid lumber edges available upon request

Rails

No-Rail construction is standard for SCL; 1-1/8” for all other core types (multiple-ply optional)

Reinforcements
Faces
Crossbands

Not required for extra heavy duty applications for SCL and stave core
All available domestic and foreign veneers, medium density overlay (MDO) and vinyl
1/11” high density fiberboard

Lites

Up to 1296 sq. in. standard, SCL, and stave core available with 2868 sq. in.
Maximum 6” top rail; factory glazing required.

Size restricted only by min. margins
Maximum 6” top rail;
factory glazing required

Latching Hardware

Cylinders, mortised, unit, or card locks; 5” backset and deadbolts available

Most available latching hardware

Hinges
Flushbolts

Per NFPA 80 - butts, pocket pivots, continuous hinges, pivots (electrical options available)
N/A

Automatic corner or extension bolts up to 36”

Exit Hardware

Rim, surface vertical rod (full or top rod only), and fire exit hardware

Closers, Stops,
Holders

Listed surface hardware

Drop Seals
Special Details
Finish

Corner or extension bolts up to 48”

Listed and approved surface, semi-mortised or mortised
Machining for hardware; installation of lites; sketch faces; applied moulding; kickplates; reveals; solid grillwork and divided lites
UV-cured, primed, sealer, full sealer, catalyzed polyurethane and opaque varnish

Warranty

Life of installation - not suitable for exterior installation

Standards

WDMA I.S. 1A, AWI Section 1300 8th Edition, NFPA 252, UL 10C, NFPA 80

Stile & Rail Doors,
Door Frames, Plywood,
Veneered Components		Flush
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Eggers releases regular product updates. Please visit www.eggersindustries.com
for the most currentemail:
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and accurate technical information. Specification details published online supersede those in print.
The FSC® certification ensures responsible use of forest products. 04-12
Look for FSC certified products.
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